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Planning research
- research workshops
- research guides
- 1-on-1 consultation
- data management service
- subject specialist help
- literature search

Preserving research
- provision of data analysis tools
- research tools workshops
- digital collections
- citation management support
- data citation support

Undertaking research
- writing & presentation workshops
- academic publishing support
- copyright advice & support
- open access publishing support
- impact measures support
- author identity management support
- digital publishing

Publishing research
- researcher profiles
- institutional repository/portal
- open access support
- citation search service

Research cycle - partnership
ScienceDirect supports all stages of research and learning

1. Comprehensive, foundational introduction to a discipline; Encyclopedias
2. Engineering & Computing, Life and Biological Sciences, Medical Sciences, Physical Sciences, Social Sciences
3. Text/Reference Hybrids
4. At a higher level than pure textbooks and ideal for graduates or post-docs as well as early career and interdisciplinary researchers
5. Cover an In-depth body of knowledge over multitude subject areas
6. In-depth explorations of recent developments in a field
7. Journals (Review Journals)
8. Journals (Primary research)

Books 44,000+
Advanced 2,700+

Relevance of information over time
ScienceDirect is designed to meet the evolving needs of interdisciplinary research

78% often do interdisciplinary research

90% of surveyed users agree that in their work they benefit from using books and journals in the same search

6.3 million books and journals were used together on ScienceDirect in the same research session in 2019

...that is more than 528,000 times per month

Source: TechValidate survey TVID: 39C-DC2-A29 & 9D4-230-2AD
ScienceDirect is designed to meet the evolving needs of interdisciplinary research.

45% of ScienceDirect users in Czechia use books and journals during the same session.
ScienceDirect is designed to meet the evolving needs of interdisciplinary research

45% of ScienceDirect users in Czechia use books and journals during the same session

Source: knime.business-analytics.tio.systems
New to the topic? Cross-check the definitions and concepts

https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/sciencedirect/topics
Elsevier Book Citation Impact - Global

11,953,139 Global publications between 2015-19 on Scopus

18% of those publications contain Book citations

16% of Book citations are from Elsevier Books

vs 6.3% Elsevier Scopus book content share

2.5 relative citation impact

Scopus data, 2015-19 publications measured
We remain committed to delivering research quality significantly above the industry average across our entire portfolio.

- **18%**: Elsevier’s journal article output out of global research.
- **26%**: Elsevier’s share of journal article citations out of total global.
- **16.5**: Average number of citations per book – the highest in the industry.
- **2.1***: Elsevier books have the highest relative citation impact among major book publishers in Scopus.

*Based on 2018 Elsevier analysis of Scopus data on publishers that contribute >1% of indexed books with publication date 2013-16, not including book series.*
Use Elsevier Online Training Hub to learn more

Elsevier Online Training Hub

Webinars for Central and Eastern Europe

What do you want to learn today?

Improve your research work, library work and get new insights from research information arena in many languages.

Follow to your country page for local webinars: English | Bulgarian | Croatian | Czech | Polish | Romanian | Ukrainian

https://www.elsevier.com/pl-pl/events/elsevier-training-and-demo-webinars
and now something especially for you!

New data for library acquisition strategies

Amidst the global pandemic, budget cuts, and increasing library user expectations, using data is key when developing ebook collections while ensuring cost control. However, the common use of cost-per-title or cost-per-use analyses tend to overlook key factors, such as the institution’s mission or research goals.

How can newer types of data as well as qualitative factors impact collection choices? What data and methods are increasingly helpful and being used by publishers and leading institutions’ libraries alike?

Based on a chapter written by Melissa Fulkerson (Elsevier) in Libraries, Digital information, and COVID, this freely available ebook summarizes emerging qualitative measures to consider while making decisions on future acquisitions.

Download the ebook
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